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One Calibre
to Rule

Them All
1 Once a rarity and seemingly a relic of a past so ancient that people

still wore pocket watches, the Unitas movement has become a

mainstay of the industry. Famously well-engineered and versatile,

the Unitas is to be found in an ever growing number of watches. QP

chooses some of the best.

TAG Heuer Calibre 1
James Gurney

The reasons behind the unlooked for rise of the

Unitas are somewhat prosaic to say the least – the

fashion for larger watches, the Swatch Group’s

ability/willingness to meet demand for other

calibres, the success of watches based on the

Unitas etc. Nevertheless the watches based on

what was originally a pocket-watch movement

seem to have brought the best out of their

designers and almost any collection might be

graced by an example or two – one of the great

virtues of the Unitas, avilability apart, it is that

being so simple, they are comparatively cheap.

My choice is the watch that sparked the idea for a

survey of the best Unitas watches, the TAG Heuer

Calibre 1. It might not be the watch that TAG is

making most noise about, but the clean open design

is amongst the best they offer at the moment and

makes good use of one of the Unitas’s little secrets.

Being designed as a large movement from the start,

the layout inside makes full use of the space

available, in this case allowing the small seconds to

be placed that crucial millimetre further away from
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the central arbour. It may sound a trivial difference, but

the effect is perfectly clear and apparent.

That the Calibre 1 has a Unitas base seemed

apparent from looking at the front alone and was

immediately confirmed on turning it over. The

surprise, however, was the highly original and

effective decoration on the movement, a perfect

example of how useful a gift to designers the Unitas

movement is – effectively it’s a blank canvas that

allows all sorts of possibilities for decorating (or not

if the budget is to be kept down).

Wempe Zeitmeister
Timothy Treffry

Wempe, with its international chain of jewellery

stores, is famous among collectors for its marine

chronometers, which were an important factor in the

German war effort. In the 1950s, during the German

recovery, Wempe introduced the Zeitmeister

wristwatch. The name, which was a morale booster,

means not simply ‘Time Master’, but more accurately

‘Time Manager’; conveying the notion that the wearer

is in control of his own time. 

Fifty years later, in 2006, Wempe made a serious move

towards becoming a watch manufacturer, as well as a

major retailer. It not only established workshops in

Glashütte, but also renovated the famous Glashütte

observatory and financed the setting up of an official,

State-supervised, chronometer testing facility (see

QP22). The philosophy was to provide quality products

at reasonable prices.

Among the range of watches launched are new

versions of the Zeitmeister. These include a no-

nonsense, manual-wind, 3-hander (ref: WM24) based

on the Unitas 6498-2. The basic movement is fully

revamped at Glashütte and provided with a stop-

seconds feature to aid precision time setting (the

stop-seconds mechanism is similar to that found in

the Valjoux 7750). The rate is checked and adjusted

and the finished watch (not the isolated movement) is

tested at the Glashütte Observatory and certified to

chronometer standard (DIN 8319). 
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TAG Heuer Carrera Calibre 1 uses the first hand-wound
mechanical movement in the Carrera series since 1996 and was
the same as those used in the pocket watches of the 1960s.  

Manually wound, the Wempe Zeitmeister chronometer is 
based on the Unitas 6498-2. The movement is reworked by
Wempe to include a 3rd crown position for ‘stop-seconds’.
Performance is upgraded to chronometer standard. £1,100

...surprise, however, was the highly
original and effective decoration on
the movement, a perfect example
of how useful a gift to designers
the Unitas movement is.
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In a steel case the Zeitmeister retails in the UK at

£1,100 and is available with a black or white dial. Many

enthusiasts like a simple, precision, timepiece. Manual

winding provides a daily opportunity to commune with

the mechanism, either as a evening ritual or to celebrate

the dawning of a new day. You check the time against

the ‘pips’ on the radio and congratulate or admonish your

chronometer according to how well it’s doing.

Panerai 
Ken Kessler

It’s hard to respond unemotionally toward the many

appearances of the Unitas 6497 and 6498 manual-

wind movements. On one hand, two of my favourite

modern watches – the eminently affordable Eberhard

Traversetolo and the JeanRichard Bressel – garner

more compliments than watches I own with far

higher prices tags. On the other, when I actually see

the Unitas in timepieces costing £2000- or £3000-

plus, I am reminded of the cynicism that pervades the

watch industry.

Like the Valjoux 7750, the Unitas is so good that it is

a victim of its own success: reliable, eminently

serviceable and perfectly conceived. In my own

collection, I have a half-dozen Unitas based watches

ranging from £275 to over £3000. But, alas, dearer

models equipped with the Unitas often get away

with less ‘tweaking’ than the economical models,

rather than more, as you would expect.

True, some users of the Unitas will incorporate

‘added value’, even going so far as hand-decorating

the bridges, or upgrading components, but too many

leave it ‘stock’, despite the price of the finished

watch. If you want to know what an honest watch

looks like, check out the refinishing of the movement

on JeanRichard’s Bressel, a watch that sold for under

£1,200. Then compare it to the sorry finishing of the

same ebauche in a pre-Richemont Panerai. The irony?

‘Firenze’ Panerais are worth more to collectors, yet

one watchmaker told me the movements are utterly

bog-standard.

This self-same craftsman also told me that the Unitas

is so good, so robust and so basic, that ‘an industrious

watchmaker could refinish it throughout, regulate it to

extremes, upgrade the components and produce a

movement that wouldn’t shame Patek Philippe’. Given

that, according to the old British adage, ‘you can’t

polish a turd,’ the basic movement must be superb to

allow such scope.

But back to the pre-Richemont Panerais; I have to

point to these manual-wind reissues of an obscure,

but classic diving watch, for their role in endowing the

Unitas movement with credibility amongst the myriad

watch aficionados, too stupid or snobbish to recognise

amazing movements, because of either their low

prices, ubiquity or lack of complications. In a nutshell,
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Panerai was founded in Florence, 1860 and later became the
supplier of the Royal Italian Navy, with notable models
including the Radiomir and Luminor. In the civilian market, the
brand remained relatively obscure, until Hollywood actor
Sylvester Stallone popularised them during the 1990s. 

Manual winding provides a daily opportunity to 
commune with the mechanism, either as a evening 
ritual or to celebrate the dawning of a new day

The Unitas is so good that it 
is a victim of its own success: 
reliable, eminently serviceable 
and perfectly conceived
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the Unitas 6497 and 6498 manual-wind movements

are to watches, what the Rover (née Buick) V8 and

the Jaguar straight-six were to car engines. If anyone

criticises them within your earshot, then you’re

standing perilously close to an idiot.

JeanRichard Bressel
Alex Doak

I should probably be worried by the thrill of

excitement that coursed through me upon receiving

a commission to write about my favourite ETA 6497

watch. After all, discussing the relative merits of

ébauche variants is prime anorak territory and

probably something best confined to the darker

reaches of web chatrooms or the quieter nooks of

Baselworld. But this is no ordinary ETA movement –

not just another anonymous automatic, bland enough

to modify beyond recognition or recollection. 

Indeed, Unitas is the perfect ‘cult’ movement because 

it has always stamped its own love-it-or-hate-it

personality. The whopping 16.5’’’ proportions just beg

to be displayed through a sapphire caseback, even if

those crisp, tessellating angular plates – what I’ve

always likened to a circuit board – don’t suit the setting. 

One such unlikely marriage is JeanRichard’s original

‘Bressel’ – named after the Jura pioneer’s nickname.

What used to serve as a poor man’s Portuguese, this

stalwart model’s irreproachable manual Unitas was

discarded in 2004 to make way for JeanRichard’s

eminently sensible automatic JR1000. Normally I’d

dispute anyone who still questions the decision to

upgrade Girard-Perregaux’s younger brother to

manufacture status, but in this case I believe that

decision resulted in a grave loss. 

Handling the beefy, retro-styled ‘dit Bressel’ is a

tactile joy, and turning it over to be confronted by the

uncompromising, contemporary shapes of the Unitas

is a surprise that, with all the best Unitas watches,

never wears. In this case, the finishing is impeccable,

too: individual cocks for each going-train wheel, Côtes

de Genève, bevelled gears, blued screws and a

classically styled screwed balance, in fitting tribute to

the watch’s eponymous master. 

Furthermore, if you can find one now, this level of

workmanship can be yours for less than £1,000. If

you find one with red subsidiary seconds, which was

made for just one year, please let me know. Ever

since March 2007, when Ken Kessler raced back from

the shops to a press conference we were attending in

Biel, bearing said model in breathless triumph and

refusing all of my generous counter-offers, I’ve

wanted one.

Eberhard Traversetolo
Simon de Burton

As many QP readers might agree, one of the common

accidents of building a watch collection is that - if you

store your timepieces in a ‘secret’ place as I do - it is

quite easy to put the ones you don’t often wear right

out of your mind.
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...discussing the relative merits of
ébauche variants is prime anorak
territory and probably something
best confined to the darker 
reaches of web chatrooms or 
the quieter nooks of Baselworld.

JeanRichard Bressel, which takes its name from the moniker
of the company’s found, has seen numerous variations and
restyling. This 2002 chronograph version has small seconds,
30 minutes and 12 hour registers, plus a Bass 1000
tachometer on the outer dial. 
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Now, although my watch collection is modest by any

standards, it does contain a few nightmares that I

want to forget about for all the wrong reasons. When

faced with the task of writing about my favourite

Unitas 6497-powered creation, however, it reminded

me of one of the most coveted watches I own: a black

dial Daniel JeanRichard Bressel with red seconds hand. 

To my intense irritation, Alex Doak - younger than I

and still with cat-like reactions - had already bagged

the Bressel as his point of discussion, leaving me to

choose an alternative, which, after considerable

thought, must be the Eberhard Travesetolo.

Possibly the most remarkable aspect of this watch is

its low price - in the U.K. it can be had for just below

£1,000 in strap form (more on a bracelet), making it

around £400 cheaper than the Bressel cost five

years ago. The case is at least as well finished, if not

better, and the engraved back is held in place with

eight screws, suggesting it might be more reliably

water resistant than the Bressel, which has a 

display back secured by a ring, attached with just 

five screws. 

It can be taken as read that the hand-wound Unitas

movement will be as reliable as the engine of a VW

Beetle and probably last twice as long, while its size

and simplicity mean the Travesetolo has a large, clear,

easy-to-read dial, of the most straightforward design

imaginable. With the small seconds at six o’clock (as

opposed to nine on the Bressel) the look is somehow

cleaner and the dial’s dimensions and good luminosity

make it a great driver’s watch, for those who don’t

want the chronograph function of Eberhard’s Tazio

Nuvolari model.

If I didn’t have a Bressel, I’d have a Traversetolo. 8

Unitas in a Nutshell

Manfacture Auguste Reymond opened in 1898, as a watchmaking

business. It found a measure of success and by 1906 August

Reymond was producing his own blanks, or ebauches. Acquiring

the Unitas Watch Company in 1926, Reymond renamed the

movements accordingly. Unfortunately the tidal waves from the

American Stock Market crash of 1929 had a profound effect on

Swiss watchmaking and shortly after, Reymond was forced to sell.

Fabrique d’Ebauches Unitas then became part of Ebauches SA in

1932, where it joined a number of other Swiss watch movement

manufacturers including Valjoux, ETA, Felsa, and Venus. The

consortium, formed during The Great Depression, endured many

vicissitudes, especially after the development of quartz watches in

the US and Japan in the 1970s. Some of the movements designed

by these historic companies remain and are produced by ETA, the

movement-making arm of Swatch Group. 

As the standard size for watches has grown, the Unitas has come

into its own. Designers cherish the freedom that comes with the

size and simplicity – dials are much easier to make individual

without having to accommodate subdials. The taste for vintage

style pilot’s watches has been another boost for Unitas numbers,

while the simple and basic construction means that adding

modules is far simpler than with most modern movements. Best of

all, the Unitas make a level playing-field allowing independent to

compete with the giants.
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Eberhard Traversetolo, starting around £990.

It can be taken as read that the hand-wound Unitas movement
will be as reliable as the engine of a VW Beetle and probably
last twice as long.
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